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SPECIALISED IN HIGH-QUALITY
PACKAGING FOR LOGISTIC
TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS.
FOCUS ON E-COMMERCE AND
COURIER PACKAGING, ALONG
WITH SECURITY PACKAGING
FOR CASH AND VALUABLES.
Modepack originated from one of the largest
European manufacturers of carrier bags –
Weltplast, BiH.

— among the largest
manufacturers in
Europe, and the
one most focused
on your needs.

Flexible in doing business and always eager to face
the challenges of the increasingly demanding and
fast-growing markets.
r92% export rate in the year 2020
rproduction capacity over 200.000.000 units/year
rrecycling capacity in Weltplast over 10.000.000 kg of waste
rrecycling capacity by the year 2023 - 16.000.000 kg
rrevolutionary 100% recycled materials
raverage inquiry to price quotation time 5 hours
raverage order to delivery time 24 days
raverage age of our team 35 years
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MISSION

VISION

TO CONTINUE
TO DEVELOP THE
COMPANY USING
KNOWLEDGE,
EXPERIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATIONS.

TO BECOME
BETTER EACH DAY
AND NEVER STOP
DEVELOPING.

To grow our partner
relationships and maintain
customer satisfaction at
the highest level. To cherish
employees and keep their
satisfaction as important
as the satisfaction of our
customers. To reach prosperity
on the global market by always
adhering to our basic principles
of product quality, human
connection and environmental
protection.

To have the best possible
working environment for
our team. To be the best
manufacturer and supplier
in the industry according to
customers satisfaction.
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THE EVER-EVOLVING AND
FAST-GROWING WORLD OF
E-COMMERCE IS CONSTANTLY
SETTING NEW CHALLENGES
FOR ALL OF US.

Online shoppers accentuate the effect that
branded packaging has on their perception of the
brand. In fact, their unboxing experience is what
creates that final bond between them and the
product.

PRODUCTS:
rE-commerce Bags
rE-commerce Boxes
rCourier Bags
rSelf-Adhesive Envelopes
rGrip Bags
rFlat Bags
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Practical, durable and highly customizable packaging that will easily handle national and international
shipping while keeping the product as well as your brand image intact.
PRODUCTS

E-commerce Boxes

E-commerce Bags

Handle / Adhesive closure
Handle / Double adhesive closure
H. / Adhesive closure / Pouch
H. / Adhesive closure / Folded top

E-commerce bags are an essential
product used in the modern retail,
meaning the fast movement of
goods between the seller and the
online shoppers.

Self-Adhesive Envelopes

Courier Bags

Flat Bags

Grip Bags

Printed outside
Printed outside and inside

Standard / Packing list
Customized

Standard
Customized

Now that the e-commerce
packaging is more important than
ever, we continue to follow the
latest market trends to make sure
to provide you with complete
solutions, both top-quality and up
to date.

Our self-adhesive envelopes
are designed to be placed on
the outside of the shipment
packaging with all the information
corresponding to the shipment.

Polyethylene bags have become
so versatile that they are used
everywhere, from offices,
warehouses to households.

Basic / Adhesive closure
Adhesive closure / Pouch
Handle / Adhesive closure / Pouch

Transferring the goods from the
shipper to the receiver quickly and
punctually is the main goal of the
courier industry. In this dynamic
process, the packaging plays the
key role in keeping the shipment
safe and intact.

Standard
Customized

Flat poly bags are the most
affordable and most common way
to pack a wide range of products.
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WHEN PEOPLE ENTRUST THEIR
VALUABLES TO YOUR COMPANY,
YOU WANT TO KEEP THOSE
SAFE AND THUS KEEP THE
TRUST YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN.

With their various security features, MODE.SAFE
products will resist, withstand and reveal any
attempt of fraud and attack and handle the
shipping with keeping their content intact.
Each type of the product can be customized
to carry your brand.

PRODUCTS:
rTemper Evident Security Bags
rS.T.E.B. Duty Free Bags
rMedical and Forensic Bags
rSecurity Labels
rSecurity Seals
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Reaching the highest level of safety, our line of security packaging will protect your valuables from
all known tampering methods, such as mechanical, thermal and chemical.
PRODUCTS

S.T.E.B. Duty Free
Bags

Temper Evident
Security Bags

Security Labels

Medical and
Forensic Bags

S.T.E.B.

Cash deposit bags
Coin bags
Valuables protection

Transfering all types of valuables
at the highest level of safety is the
main goal of the today’s security
industry. During the process,
the packaging plays a key role in
keeping the shipment safe and
intact.

The International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) has issued
three State letters on security
control guidelines for screening of
liquids, aerosols and gels (LAGs),
and their carriage by air travellers
on commercial air transport
operations.

Security Seals

Standard
Customized

Medical bags
Forensic bags

Used for the secure transport of
medical samples and forensic
evidence, these MODE.SAFE bags
are made of strong, 3-layered
tear-proof polythene.

With the simplicity of their use
and the high level of safety they
provide, security labels play an
important role as an indisputable
security product in many
institutions such as the police,
government offices, insurance
institutions, etc.

Standard
Customized

With the simplicity of their use
and the high level of safety they
provide, security seals find many
different applications, especially in
transit of goods.
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Sustainable future
– together.
DRIVEN BY A CLEAR FOCUS ON
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION,
WE HAVE DEVELOPED THE
CIRCULAR MODE CONCEPT.

In it, we follow our product on each step of its
way - from raw material, extrusion, printing and
converting phases, to making sure that it comes
back to us to be recycled and converted into new
product. The process is repeated all over again.
Recycled materials are inexhaustible resource and
the most sustainable solution.
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CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM COMMITTED TO RECYCLING
AND CREATING INEXHAUSTIBLE RESOURCES.
Following products on each step of its way, we make sure that is recycled and converted into new product.

A

Extrusion

Blown film extrusion is continuous process
of shaping the material from the granules
into a tube of molten polymer through a die
and inflating an air to form a thin film bubble.
Through the cooling process bubble is folded
down and cut to a flat film or tube. Material
is winded to the large roles.

A

Printing

After extrusion, material comes to the
printing process where product is visually
defined according to customers demand.
Products produced in Modepack are
undergoing flexographic printing up to 8
colours having possibility to print most
demanding impressions.

A

Converting

Having print applied, it is time to form a
final product. For this we use our highly
sophisticated machinery that are producing
over 500.000 items in one day. It starts
with unwinding process of printed roles to
be folded in a way that is agreed with the
customer.

A

User

There are over 100.000.000 users of the
products produced in our factory par a year.
We have various users in the countries we
supply, but no matter the location or
nationality, our interest should be the same
- to reduce the environmental load and
promote the culture of substitutability.

A

Recycling

Working closely with our customers, and the
waste management companies, we make
sure to acquire equal amount of waste to
amount of the goods we annually produce
and deliver. That waste we wash, grind and
extrude to a new post-consumer recycled
material that is converted into a new product.
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People make
difference
We strive towards perfection in what we do and how we do it.
Every successful project and every product perfectly produced is just a
reflection of our inner synergy. It is a success of the whole team.
What drives us the most are the needs of our customers.

DEDICATED AND FOCUSED,
WE ARE A STRONG TEAM
OF PROFESSIONALS WHO
CONTINUOUSLY CONTRIBUTE TO
THE GROWTH OF OUR COMPANY
WITH ENTHUSIASM, DESIRE FOR
QUALITY AND EXCELLENCE.
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Towards
perfection
OUR TAGLINE ‘TOWARDS PERFECTION’
IS A STRONG PROMISE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.

When you are doing something, do it right.
Be aware that quality is everything in business and always
keep your word. It is a hard way, but it is the best way.
This is what we in Modepack believe in.
Our team strives, revises and collaborates with you
until we finalize the perfect solution for your needs.
Our mission is to grow our partner relationships and
maintain customers satisfaction at the highest level.
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Our clients
Our clients compete at the highest level, that demands the best
products and services. They are the main driving force for us. Together
as partners, understanding their challenges allows us to break the
boundaries and create new opportunities.

WE PROUDLY SUPPLY SOME
OF THE LEADING BRANDS IN
FASHION, COURIER SERVICE
AND SECURITY BUSINESS.

These are just a few of clients who trust our products.
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Contact us
LOCATED IN CROATIA AND OPEN
TO DOING BUSINESS WITH CLIENTS
FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD.

MODEPACK d.o.o
Velika cesta 33
Zagreb, Croatia

+385 1 6262 232
info@modepack.com
www.modepack.com

CONTACT US
WE WOULD LOVE TO
HEAR FROM YOU
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